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MOBOTIX HUB L1

Free, entry-level video management platform
MOBOTIX HUB L1 is feature rich even as a free version. With
support for up to eight cameras, MOBOTIX HUB L1 is the
entry-level solution for smaller operations. No matter where
you are, your system is just a click away.
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Reliable

Customizable

Scalable

When you don’t have time to monitor
your video surveillance system
daily but still need to be on top of
everything from anywhere, MOBOTIX
HUB L1 gives you complete peace of
mind.

With MOBOTIX HUB L1 you get the
freedom to build the system just the
way you like it, even integrating with
other systems.

Starting with MOBOTIX HUB L1
means starting with a system that
scales with you to meet your future
needs.

User-friendly

Secure

You probably don’t have time to
look at your video 24/7. That’s why
MOBOTIX HUB L1 is designed to help
you perform your tasks quickly and
efficiently.

When you want to reduce the security
risk of your system and protect it
against internal and external security
threats in the most optimal way,
you can rest assured that MOBOTIX
HUB L1 gives you the protection you
need.
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Simplest possible design where everything is
connected to the same network and all server
components and MOBOTIX HUB clients run on
the same server/PC.

HIGHLIGHTED FEATURES
MOBOTIX HUB Clients
Access your system anytime, anywhere
with support for all three MOBOTIX HUB
Clients.
Retention
Unlimited retention time means video
recordings are always there when you
need them.
No Restrictions
No strings attached – no VMS costs
associated, no re-registration required,
or time limitation applied – just
download and get started right away.
Device Support
With support for the widest range of
hardware devices, you can connect any
MOBOTIX camera that fits your needs
and budget, including any other ONVIFcompliant devices.
Device Packs
Access to bi-monthly device packs with
drivers that help you connect your VMS
to other and newer devices.
Third-Party Integration
Integrate and embed third-party
applications, such as access control,
people counting and video analytics,
directly into the software for one
unified and easy-to-use system.
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Upgrade
For more capacity, capabilities or
locations, simply exchange your license
for a more advanced MOBOTIX HUB
level.

Password Protection
To ensure that evidence doesn’t end up
in the wrong hands, you can password
protect video files and limit access to
authorized users.

Expansion
Easily grow and expand your system
in terms of adding devices (up to 8) or
third-party applications.

HTTPS
Supports HTTPS communication
between the recording servers,
connected cameras and other security
devices.

Search Tools
Find the needle in the haystack with the
ability to search through motion- only
recordings or motion only in a selected
area.
Export
If something happened, video is often
the best witness. You can export the
video as still images, video files and in
the native database format, ensuring
you match the need of the recipient.

Encryption
Certificate-based encryption to secure
the communication of data (video,
audio, metadata) originates in the
recording server and is retrieved by
connected components.

Local Languages
The interface is available in 30 different
languages, removing potential
language barriers.
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